Particle simulation of rising tone emissions triggered by waves with different amplitudes
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Self consistent electromagnetic particle simulations are performed to analyze whistler mode triggered emissions in the magnetosphere. Triggering whistler mode waves injected at the magnetic equator induce a nonlinear absolute instability that results in rising tone emissions [1]. We performed the simulations with different triggering wave amplitudes to examine characteristics of the triggered emissions. The triggering waves with greater amplitudes than the threshold for the nonlinear wave growth [2] induce the rising triggered emissions. The fine structures of waveforms are obtained in detailed time resolution for the triggered emissions. The time evolutions of amplitudes and frequencies show that the frequency sweep rates do not vary even different triggering wave amplitudes. The amplitudes of the triggering waves satisfy the optimum amplitude condition for which rising triggered emissions can attain the maximum wave growth [3]. The phase-organized resonant electrons clearly appear in velocity phase space, contributing the nonlinear wave growth. We show that the frequency sweep rate and the maximum wave amplitude of triggered emissions do not depend on triggering wave amplitude.

